ANOVA with factors of task (VWM-WR-L & VWM-CD-L) and set-size
confirmed an effect of task (F(1,47)=23.1, p<0.001) and an interaction (F(4,188)=6.48, p<0.002) . This difference was driven by worse performance in CD, particularly at higher set-sizes (Table 1a) .
(2) WR-L was less variable. Although the block was faster to acquire, WR gave smaller variance (Table 1b) (3) Decrease in the number of items remembered at higher set-sizes for CD but not WR. The set-size dependence in CD cannot be an effect of a capacity limit alone, and instead suggests the measure is contaminated by some additional interfering cognitive process. At lower set-sizes, as more items are presented, more are remembered, for all procedures. But, above four items, while the WR condition stays approximately constant at higher set-sizes (consistent with a full VWM buffer), in the CD conditions there is a decrease in the number of items remembered with increasing set-size (4 to 8: WR, t(47)=0.47, NS; CD-L, t(47)=2.4, p<0.05; CD-LS, t(47)=5.0, p<0.001). This decline is significantly larger for CD than for WR (task by set-size (4 or 8) interaction CD-L, F(1,47)=5.0, p<0.05; CD-LS, F(1,47)=21.4, p<0.001).
These features suggest that the VWM-WR provides a more canonical measure of visual working memory capacity.
To understand how intelligence affects VWM, we conducted a median split by Cattell's Culture Fair score (mean 34, range 25-42) . Performance in the three VWM procedures for the participants with lower (mean 31) and higher (mean 38) scores is shown in Figure 3 . The first striking feature is that in the VWM-WR condition, there was no effect of intelligence, suggesting no fundamental relationship between VWM and aptitude (main effect of IQ F(1,46)=0.00, NS; set by IQ interaction F(1,46)=0.45, NS). Secondly, and importantly, there was an effect of intelligence in both of the CD conditions, but selectively for the higher set-sizes (WR vs. CD-L, task by set by IQ interaction F(4,184)=3.1, p<0.05; task by IQ interaction F(1,46)=3.8, p=0.06; WR vs. CD-LS, task by set by IQ interaction F(4,184)=1.66, NS; task by IQ interaction F(1,46)=3.0, p=0.09). Using IQ as a continuous measure rather than performing a median split gave a similar result (WR vs. CD-L ANCOVA-task by IQ interaction F(1,46)=7.41, p<0.01, Table 1c-e). This suggests that it is the additional cognitive process that depresses performance at higher set-sizes in CD that couples with intelligence, and not VWM per se.
A supplementary analysis was performed to investigate whether the lack of relationship between WR and IQ might be because the WR measure is in general less sensitive to individual differences. As reported above, WR is less variable than CD, and across subjects it has a smaller range (mean across set-size WR: 2.32-3.81; CD-L:
1.71-3.78; CD-LS, 1.51-3.55). The critical issue is whether this extra variance in CD reflects increased signal, or merely increased noise. To test this we used factor analysis to retrieve a single factor from the three measures (presumably underlying memory capacity), using maximum likelihood estimation on the mean across setsizes. This single factor explained a substantial proportion of the variance (67.2%).
Importantly, the factor loading for WR (0.85) was higher than for CD-L (0.60) or CD-LS (0.70). This indicates that WR is, if anything, more sensitive than CD to underlying individual differences, and was more tightly related to each of the CD measures than they are to each other (this was also confirmed with correlation, WR As the measure of selection, α', includes a term from VWM-WR, an unbiased assessment of individual differences in VWM (as measured this way) and top-down selection could not be calculated. There were no significant correlations between α'
and VWM-CD-L or VWM-CD-LS at any set-size. It was also possible to examine what individual differences were associated with an ability to remember spatial information. As might be expected, there was a cost in having to also remember spatial position (CD-LS vs. CD-L, F(1,47)=12.4, p<0.001). To best estimate VWM with CD while ameliorating the influence of the drop at high set-sizes, for each person the maximum across set-size in the number of items remembered was calculated.
These did not correlate with IQ or α', but the cost of also remembering spatial information (max(CD-L)-max(CD-LS)) did correlate with selection α' (ρ(48)=0.30, p<0.05; partial correlation with IQ removed r(45)=0.30, p<0.05) suggesting that selection and remembering spatial position share something over and above a dependency on IQ.
Discussion
WR gave a higher and less variable estimate of VWM than CD. At high set-sizes, an intriguing effect of IQ on performance was found in CD, with lower-Cattell participants remembering fewer items as more were presented beyond capacity. This deficit was absent in WR despite it requiring exactly the same memory load. What might be the cause of this depression in CD? The sensitivity of the effect to the number of items presented, even when above the capacity limit, suggests that it cannot be due to something that happens at the time of maintenance or comparison (e.g., the requirement to maintain the sample in the presence of the probe) as by the time these phases arrive, items above capacity should already have fallen out of VWM. Instead, we propose that the critical difference is at the time of encoding: that CD encourages a strategy of attempting to hold a visual snapshot of the entire display, but in WR the covert naming, or the ability to control which items are recalled on any trial, encourages more selective encoding. That fewer items were remembered when eight were presented than four in CD (particularly for those lower in aptitude) is consistent with a maladaptive lack of selection. It has been shown previously that selection is less effective in those that perform worse on VWM tasks . We propose that this maladaptive encoding strategy contaminates the CD measure at higher setsizes, and that it is this, not VWM capacity that correlates with aptitude.
Method
Memory capacity was assessed again using WR for letters, but with the addition of articulatory suppression, in which overt rehearsal of an interfering stimulus was used to prevent covert or overt rehearsal of the memoranda. Articulatory suppression is robust to the exact items being uttered (Baddeley, 1990, pp.79-80) . Participants have been asked to rehearse a single word (e.g., "the-the-the…" Baddeley, 1990) ensure fully effective suppression, the current experiment used a hard task, in which five spoken random digits were rapidly presented (SOA 300ms) and participants asked to overtly rehearse them at this rate for the remainder of the trial. The digits were windowed to be 250ms in duration with linear onset & offset ramps to prevent spectral splatter, and presented in free field at a comfortable listening level. Between the end of the last digit and the sample display there was a delay of 1550ms to allow participants to enact rehearsal. Compliance was ensured by recording participants' voices using a portable digital recorder.
It was not clear a priori the degree to which phonological rehearsal would effect performance on trials with a short encoding display (183 ms) and so to ensure an assay of the effect of articulatory suppression, trials with a longer sample display were also included (1000 ms). However, this condition will overestimate VWM as it will allow time for visual chunking, and the piecemeal transfer of items from VWM to phonological memory (Cowan, 2001 ).
There were fourteen participants (7 female). All were informed prior to initial consent that their voice would be recorded during the experiment. Their mean age was 49 and Cattell score 38. There were two blocks, one with articulatory suppression (WR-AS), and one without, with the order counterbalanced across participants. A factorial design of sample display duration (183 and 1000ms) and set-size (2,3,4,6,8) yielded 10 conditions each of 24 trials per block, intermixed in random order. Apart from the addition of the articulatory suppression task and the modification of encoding duration in some trials, the paradigm and analysis were as in experiment 1. Figure 4 shows means and standard errors across subjects. An ANOVA found main effects of set-size (F(4,52)=79.7, p<0.001) and encoding duration (F(1,13)=90.6, p<0.001). The articulatory suppression task reduced performance (F(1,13)=10.2, p<0.01), but had no interaction with encoding duration (F(1,13) =0.05, NS).
Results
For comparability with experiment 1, subsequent analyses then focussed on the short encoding condition. Importantly, even in the presence of articulatory suppression there was no suggestion of a downturn at high set-sizes (WR-AS, short encoding, setsize 4 vs. set-size 8, paired-sample t(13)=0.37, NS). This drop-off was statistically smaller than for lower-Cattell CD-L (t(36)=2.08, p<0.05), and similar to higherCattell CD-L (t(36)=-0.7, NS). These results show that rehearsal cannot account for the absence of a drop-off at higher set-sizes in WR.
A prediction from Cowan et al. (2005) is that in the presence of articulatory suppression, WR will yield a purer estimate of capacity and so reveal a positive correlation with intelligence. There was no evidence of such a relationship, although limited conclusions should be drawn from this due to the sample size (one-tailed test of Spearman's correlation between mean K & IQ, ρ(13)=-0.28, NS; Table 1f ).
Overall performance in the presence of articulatory suppression (WR-AS, short encoding, mean K 3.04±0.12) was reduced to the same level as the higher-Cattell CD-L condition from experiment 1 (mean K=2.98±0.09, t(36)=0.40, NS). However, as expected it was better than the lower-Cattell group in the CD-L condition (mean K=2.76±0.09, t(36)=1.82, p<0.05 one-tailed).
Discussion
There was no suggestion that articulatory suppression impacted higher set-sizes beyond capacity more than those around capacity. This suggests rehearsal of the memoranda is not required to encourage the selective strategy seen in WR. Instead, we propose the key characteristic is that the paradigm allows participants to choose which items they report, in contrast to the random probing of CD.
Performance of a hard articulatory suppression task reduced performance in WR. This might be a general dual-task decrement. Rehearsing digits has been shown before to interfere with general reasoning (Baddeley, 1986) , and it may impact on executive control to the detriment of many aspects of the memory task. Alternatively, there might have been a more specific impact of articulatory suppression on maintenance.
The bottleneck in WR for letters is primarily VWM (e.g., Sperling, 1960; Bundesen, 1990; Cowan, 2001 ), but phonological rehearsal may contribute to maintenance for the remainder of the memory delay, in which an occasional item may drop from VWM. The articulatory suppression task will have prevented such rehearsal.
General Discussion
The WR procedure gives a less variable and more easily interpretable estimate of VWM capacity than CD. CD appears to be contaminated by some additional cognitive process that depresses performance at higher set-sizes. The magnitude of this contamination was found to be greater in people that performed worse on an intelligence test, but there was no relationship between VWM and intelligence per se.
Experiment 2 showed that rehearsal cannot account for the absence of a drop-off at higher set-sizes in WR.
In experiment 1, overall performance in WR was better than for CD. In experiment 2, the presence of a difficult articulatory suppression task reduced overall performance on WR to a similar level as for CD in experiment 1. It is not clear whether this reduction is because of general dual-task interference, or more specifically, suppression of rehearsal.
The inference that there is a difference in encoding strategy between CD & WR (see Discussion of experiment 1) has been confirmed in a subsequent experiment from our laboratory. In this, CD-L & WR-L trials were randomly intermixed, so that participants did not know until probed how they would have to respond. This led to a marked reduction in the difference between the procedures. This suggests that worse CD in participants with lower-Cattell is more likely due to the adoption of a suboptimal strategy of trying to encode everything, rather than the result of a fundamental inability to select appropriately.
Studies using verbal memoranda have found that complex measures combining storage and processing correlate more strongly with intelligence than simple measures of storage alone (Baddeley, 1996) . Both Miyake et al. (2001) and Cowan et al. (2005) investigated whether the same is true for visuospatial memory, and found it was not, as both simple and more complex visuospatial measures correlated with intelligence to the same degree. They concluded that there is an asymmetry between verbal and visuospatial storage, with the latter fundamentally dependent on central processes related to intelligence. Our findings suggest a possible reinterpretation: perhaps even in their simple tasks intelligence had an effect on strategic choices, rather than being related to VWM per se. Interestingly, Miyake et al's tasks focussed more on spatial memory, and our findings may have implications for this related field of study.
Given the parsimonious explanation of maladaptive selection, a surprising feature of the existing dataset is that our measure of top-down selection in experiment 1 did not correlate with performance in the CD procedures. It might be that as discussed above, the effect of intelligence on CD is mediated by differences in strategy, rather than in ability to select per se, and that when the task instructions explicitly require selection, the relationship is removed. This is consistent with both Gold et al (2006) Many CD experiments in the literature neither require that subjects use the position information (as in CD-LS) nor require that they ignore irrelevant changes in position (as in CD-L). However, a drop in CD at high set-sizes has been observed in experiments where a single probe was always presented at fixation (e.g., Chee & Chuah, 2007) , where a single item is probed but its position always kept similar to the sample (e.g., Song & Jiang, 2006) or when all of the items are probed and their position kept constant (e.g., Gold et al, 2006) .
Although this report has focussed on the important differences between procedures, it should be noted that there were significant commonalities across the measurements, as evident from the good correlations and strong single factor model. Reassuringly, both procedures reflect VWM to a substantial degree.
In summary, the results of this study suggest that VWM capacity in itself is not related to cognitive aptitude, but that CD may tap into maladaptive encoding strategies that impact upon performance at higher set-sizes. Tables   Table 1. Statistics for Figure legends 
